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The Marine Group Finishing has over 100 years’ 
collective experience in finishing and fairing. Our 
forward-thinking style combines the latest technology, 
with a new approach to the fairing process, giving 
longevity and a higher quality finish.  As the first 
company to own a spray filler machine, we deliver 
unrivalled first class finishes to the superyacht and 
marine industry. Our team of certified Akzo Nobel 
applicators are able to mobilise quickly to travel 
anywhere in the world to ensure your projects are 
delivered with the highest quality finish wherever  
they are located.

Whether a custom newbuild yacht seeking a bespoke 
finish or a vessel requiring re-fairing and finishing 
having undertaken refit, restoration, maintenance or 
modifications; our team has experience covering all 
manner of substrates from steel, aluminium, stainless, 
composite to wood.
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Cardiff Marine Village 
Penarth Road 
Cardiff, CF11 8TU 

02920 34 34 59 

ejay@themarinegroup.co.uk

In the fast-paced world of superyacht charters and 
yachting operations our customers expect a rapid 
response, quick turnaround and quality. We work 
with owners, crews, management companies, dealers, 
builders, boatyards and insurance companies to meet 
these demands and provide a bespoke solution to their 
fairing and finishing needs.

Fully mobile service
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If you have an issue with your 
coatings our qualified paint surveyor 
can travel to your destination to 
carry out a survey and inspection 
to produce a fully comprehensive 
report. For all coatings systems 
we undertake a detailed survey to 
establish the quality and fairness 
of the substrate. We assess the 
baseline, thickness, corrosion or 
inspect specific issues such as  
fire damage. 

Our paint surveyor is both RMCI 
Registered and NACE level 1 
certified and will produce a report 
highlighting weak points in the 
coatings and any recommendations 
for improvements.

Paint  
Surveying



Our purpose-built spray booth 
and extensive undercover 
workshops provide a controlled 
environment to deliver a perfect 
finish for paint or gelcoat. Our 
facilities allow us to rebuild, 
reprofile and refinish a surface 
to create a flawless end result. 
Our use of the latest technology 
and visionary approach to fairing 
ensures we always deliver a first-
class finish.  
 
We are also well equipped to 
mobilise quickly to carry out 
large scale fairing and finishing 
on location wherever in the world 
your yacht may be berthed.

Fairing

We use the latest 3D scanning processes, combined with  
a unique software package to facilitate smarter finishing, which 
has modernised our estimating and mapping process. 3D scanning 
methods are faster, repeatable and more accurate compared to 
manual measurements, giving us access to the best possible 
information on a vessel before starting a project. This ensures  
our fairing team fully understand the substrate and can provide 
accurate quotations based on the exact volume of filler required. 

The benefits of 3D scanning 

Faster and more accurate estimates 

Surface mapping and deviation charts 

Hull projections for areas of interest 

Final survey and report for volumes 

3D scan once fairing is complete to prove fairness 

3D print - out of hull

3D  
Scanning



We work with you to understand your requirements to ensure 
we choose the coatings products most suitable for you, but 
also dependent on the quality of the existing surfaces. We 
offer custom finishing varying from classic, racing yachts 
and fade-outs to modern pearlescent bespoke finishes. 
We can develop test panels in your chosen finish to ensure 
the detail and quality of the customised finish you require. 
Throughout the process we always follow manufacturers 
recommendations for all products and pay attention to detail 
from the substrate prep all the way through to the gloss. For 
the entirety of the project, the quality of the coatings are 
monitored by our inhouse NACE and RMCI certified Paint 
Manager, then surveyed upon completion.

Finishing



Quality
The system offers better 
adhesion, appearance, 
hardness and solvent resistance 
compared to other processes, 
resulting in less air pockets after 
application. The spray must 
be applied under the correct 
operating conditions to ensure 
that a high-quality finish is 
achieved in accordance with the 
Akzo Nobel standards.

Speed
Offering a reduced process 
time by up to 50%, the spray 
filler machine therefore reduces 
manhours across each project.

Efficiency
Utilising the latest well proven 
and reliable Graco technology, 
the machine ensures the 
consistency of the airless spray 
application to enable the user 
to produce the best quality 
finish. The delivery of the mixed 
materials in the system is always 
kept to a minimum, which in 
turn minimises waste materials 
and solvent usage for flushing 
helping to keep material costs  
as low as possible.

Comfort
The spray filler machine greatly 
reduces operator fatigue by 
removing the need for processes 
such as hand mixing and is 
easy to operate and can be 
transported for use on location.

Insights
The machine has the ability 
for real-time data collection 
during application. The system 
interface monitors and records 
the mix ratio, temperatures, 
pressures and flow for quality 
assurance and the data can 
be downloaded for reporting 
purposes to verify that materials 
were sprayed at the proper 
ratios and requirements set by 
Akzo Nobel. 

The Benefits

In line with our strategy of always being at the forefront of modern 
technology, we are the first company to own the Akzo Nobel certified 
Spray Filler Application System. The Awlfair Spray Filler Machine is 
a revolutionary product that is changing the way vessels are filled and 
faired by optimising the whole process.

Spray Filler Machine

The Awlfair Spray Filler Machine



CONTACT US 

Paint Manager 
Ibrahim Elghaly (NACE CIP’1 RMCI) 

02920 34 34 59 
07953 438 627 

ejay@themarinegroup.co.uk 

www.themarinegroup.co.uk 

VISIT US 

Cardiff Marine Village 
Penarth Road 
Cardiff, CF11 8TU
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IBRAHIM ELGHALY

ith over 25 years’ experience in the Superyacht 
industry, working all over the world with companies 
including Pendennis, Wally Yachts, Super Yacht 
Solutions, Feadship Aalsmeer, Oyster Yachts, 
Princess and Sunseeker, I am excited to be working 
with a company that owns an Akzo Nobel certified 
Spray Filler Application System. Having previously 
worked within distribution and for Akzo Nobel, I have 
a vast knowledge and understanding of their 
International and Awlgrip products and the R&D 
around the processes involved with this latest 
technology.

The spray filler machine dramatically improves the 
quality of the finish and delivers a long lasting, stable  
film of product over the substrate. It reduces the 
likelihood of air voids and the need to repair corrosion 
blistering and prevents issues like dye-back. he 
speed of application also allows us to schedule work 
more efficiently and creates a time window that 
historically is not available for post curing.

With this new process, we are bringing the most up to 
date technology available to fairing and finishing.

 ”


